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ABSTRACT - In this paper, For continuous EV charging, solar energy, battery storage, grid and diesel generator are 
utilized. The charging station is primarily designed by the solar energy and battery storage to charge the electric vehicle 
(EV). In case of finished storage battery and unavailable solar generation, the charging station automatically takes power 
from the grid or DG (Diesel Generator) set. The charging station regulates the generator voltage and frequency without a 
mechanical speed governor with the help of storage battery. The grid and diesel generator are operated at unity power 
factor. The controller is based on fuzzy logic, fuzzy logic controls the system voltage and storage battery. The fuzzy logic is 
also controls the grid voltage and also controls the charging station. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 
Currently, Electric Vehicles (EV) are most efficient for both transportation and zero pollution. considering theadvantage of 
EVs, 3 million vehicles are already moved on the road, by 2030 it reaches to 100 million[1] . For this EVs charging station 
and electricity are needed. The required electricity generated from both renewable and sustainable energy sources. 
However, the fossil fuel does not remove the emission where as in renewable energy removes the emission completely 
and generates the electricity. Solar PV based generation is most suitable compare with others for EV charging because it is 
available almost everywhere irrespective of the rural or urban region [2]. Solar PV charging station also providing 
charging facility along with the vehicle to grid, active power filtering and vehicle to home[3]. 
 
Renewable energy based charging station, are mostly focusing on the optimization of different aspects of charging such as 
the size of the renewable energy sources, size of the storage unit, vehicle driving pattern, charging time, charging cost, 
charging scheduling etc. For providing continuous charging to vehicles , connect battery, grid and DG set along with 
renewable energy. Maximum power point tracking(MPPT) for track the maximum power from the solar PV cells. 

Charging station(CS) basically contains different modes of operations like solar PV mode, Battery storage mode, grid 
connected mode and DG set mode. For continuous charging the CS are operated in different modes, for that different modes, 
Automatic mode switches are required. 

DG set required for the continuity of the charging. DG sets are designed for limited harmonics in the load current[4].The DG 
set performance is severely affected by the EV charging, due to presence of harmonics in the current and these harmonics 
are eliminated by filters and power factor correction. DC-DC step down converter for step down the voltage. However, in 
this paper, the DG setis always loaded to at least 80% of the rated value because the harmonics and reactive current 
requirement of the EV chargerare provided by the voltage source converter (VSC). 

The major contributions in this paper, are as follows: 

 Solar PV, storage battery, grid and DG set are connected at PCC(point of common coupling) for better 
operations and also supports both AC and DC charging of EVs. 

 VSC(voltage source converter) for converting the voltage from AC to DC and vice versa. 

 Design of unifiedcontroller for operatethecharging station in different modes. 

 Design of mode switching logic for continuous charging. 
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 Design of control strategy for vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) power transfer for charging the EV and vehicle-to-grid 
(V2G) power transfer for supporting the grid. 

 Active power filter for mitigating the grid current harmonics. 

 Strategy for regulating the frequency and voltage ofDG set without mechanical automatic voltage 
regulator. 

  Strategy to feed the surplus PV array generated power into the grid for avoiding the overcharging ofthe 
storage battery. 

 

 

2. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

The charging station, as shown in fig. 1, having a solar PV, storage battery, DG set and grid connected system for to charge 
the EVs. The solar PV is connected to DC link of VSC and storage battery is directly connected to DC link. Thegrid, DG set, an 
EV and a load, are connected to VSC at AC side through coupling inductor. A ripple filter is connected at PCC, is used to 
eliminate the switching harmonics from the grid and DG set. Capacitors are connected across the auxiliary winding and 
main winding of the DG set for the starting and running purpose of the DG set. A synchronizing switch is connected across 
the DG set and PCC and also grid and PCC for connection/disconnection of charging station. 

 

 
 

Fig . 1 Topology of charging station 

 

3. CONTROL STRATEGIES 

Different control strategies used in the CS, are discussed here. 

A. Control of VSC in Islanded Mode (Absence of DG Set andGrid ) 

The Islanded mode is nothing but the charging station is operated in solar PV and storage battery mode. In this mode the DC 
voltage is converted into AC by using VSC or bidirectional AC-DC converter. The AC charging needs a controller, for that 
Islanded mode provides the internal voltage reference of 230V and 50 Hz as per the logic presented in Fig. 2 because grid 
is in off mode. The generated reference voltage is compared with the terminal voltage of the converter, minimization of 
voltageerror using Fuzzy logic controller(FLC). 

B. Control of VSC in DG set or Grid Connected Mode 

In grid connected mode, the controller decides the how much power to be exchanged with the grid. In DG set connected 
mode, it operates in constant power mode for achieving maximum fuel efficiency. In both the cases the controller has to be 
compensate the harmonics and reactive power demand of the EVs. In grid connected condition, the reference current is 
estimated by the active current of the EV current. In DG connected mode, the reference current is estimated by both active 
and reactive currents of the EV. An adaptive notch cancellation(ANC)[5] take out the fundamental frequency current of the 
EV. 

C. DG Set Control for Voltage and Frequency 

D. In DG set mode, voltageand frequencyareregulatedby using decoupled control of VSC. In this decoupled 

control, frequency is regulated by the active power and voltage is regulated by the reactive power. 

E. Control of EV2 

EV2 is connected at DC link through a converter called DC-DC converter is controlled in constant current/constant 

voltage (CC/CV) .the EV2 charges in CC mode when the terminal voltage of the EV battery reaches the voltage 

corresponding to the full charge condition. After reaching near to the desired terminal voltage in nearly full charge 

condition, the charging of the EV2 is shifted in CV mode. Here the CV/CC mode of charging is controlled by using two 

FUZZY LOGIC CONTROLLERS as shown in Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 3 EV2 Control for CC/CV charging and V2G power transfer 

 

F. Synchronization and Switching Control 
 

Basically the charging station operated in many modes, depending upon the charging demand and generation of 

electricity, the design of mode changing strategy is necessary, so that the switchover from one mode to another mode 

becomes smooth and the charging remains undisturbed. The mode switching logic is designed for switching to one 

mode to another mode. 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 

Simulated results shown in Fig. 4, uninterruptible operation of the CS is present in the figure. Initially, the CS is operated 

in the islanded mode and the solar PV power fed for chargingthe EV2 and EV1 or load connected at PCC. Solar PV 

generates more than required, then it is stored in the energystorage. At 0.32s, the solar irradiance changes from 1000 

W/         to 300 W/ . Due to irradiance the solar PV powerreduces, and the storage battery starts discharging to 

keep the loads uninterruptible. At 0.48s, the storage battery discharges, as the solar PV power becomes zero. After 

this, the total charging supports the storage battery. After, the 

 

 
 

Fig : 2 Unified control of VSC for standalone and grid and DG set connected mode 
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Fig : 4(a) Iev1, il, iev2 response 

 

 
 

 
Fig : 4(b) Ipv,ib response 
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Fig : 4(c) Vc&vs, is,vc&vg,ig response 

battery is completely discharge then CS connects to grid for continuous operation. At 0.79s, the CS has started drawing 

power from grid. After this point, the CS is operated by DG set due to unavailability of grid and storage battery power as 

shown in Fig. 4. From      Fig. 4, it is observed that the charging station is automatically changing the modes depending upon 

the generation and demand. 

5. CONCLUSION 
 

An implementation of solar, battery storage, grid and diesel generator based charging station has been realized for vehicle 
charging. The presented simulation results have verified the multimode operating capability of the CS using only one VSC. 
The simulation results have verified the satisfactory operation of charging station under different modes of operating 
conditions caused by the change in the solar irradiance level, change in the EV charging current and change in the loading. 
The operation of charging station as standalone generator with good quality of the voltage, have been verified by the 
presented results. Whereas, the presented results in diesel generator or grid connected mode have verified. By using ANC 
algorithm maintain unity power factor at the grid or diesel generator. Moreover, the solar energy battery storage, grid 
connected and DG set connected operations along with the automatic mode switching have increased the MPP operation of 
the solar and optimum loading of diesel generator along with increasing the charging reliability. THD values of current and 
voltage are always less than 5% for better operation based on IEEE standards. From the fuzzy logic controller, concluded 
that the charging station gives effective results. 
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